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INTRODUCTION
What are public/open records laws?
Public/open records laws are laws that allow members of the public to seek government
documents and records. Every state, as well as the District of Columbia has some version of an
open records law (which may be called the Freedom of Information Act, after the federal
government’s statute). These statutes all cover similar ground: the right to inspect and the right
to request. The right to inspect public documents means that a person can go to a local agency
and physically examine a record of that agency. The person inspecting the record is permitted to
make a copy of it. Generally, no fee is charged for mere inspection and the right to request
means that people can request a copy of the record to be sent to them. Some states allow records
to be transmitted electronically at a lower cost, while other states only allow traditional mail
service, often at a higher cost.
Open records laws should be distinguished from the right to information provided by most
collective bargaining laws via the “good faith” bargaining obligation. Under collective
bargaining statutes, the obligation of the employer to bargain in “good faith” often implies an
obligation to provide information that is relevant to subjects of collective bargaining and/or
enforcement of a collective bargaining agreement. Affiliate leaders who enjoy the benefits of a
collective bargaining law should consider an information request under this statute before
proceeding with an open records request as denoted in this manual.
Who can request public records? Who has the right to inspect public records?
In almost every state, anyone can request or inspect a public record. Few states make any
distinction based on citizenship, while a small minority of states place age restrictions or
imprisonment restrictions.
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All state and local governmental agencies and bodies are typically subject to open records laws.
However, many states also exclude certain records of the legislature and governor. Most states
also forbid public agencies from outsourcing record storage as a way to circumvent the law.
States vary as to whether or not quasi-public bodies are subject to the laws. Quasi-public bodies
are organizations that are partially funded by the government or perform a service traditionally
undertaken by the government (such as prisoner detention or, in some cases, volunteer fire
companies). States differ on how to determine whether a quasi-public entity is subject to the
open records law. Some states examine the percentage of the body that is funded by the
government, while other states use a multi-factor test.
What types of records must be made available to the public?
Almost all states broadly define what types of records must be made available to the public. The
statutes typically do not differentiate regarding the format that the record is kept in, and most
assert that as long as the record is kept in some format, it is open to the public. This includes
electronic records, physical records, recordings, films, microfilms, and more.
3
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What types of records are exempt from public inspection?
Every state has different exemptions. Local leaders should check their individual state’s
information (included in this manual) to determine if the record they are seeking falls under an
exemption. Please note that this volume does not list every possible exemption. If a public
agency asserts an exemption to a request that is not listed here, consult an attorney or the IAFF
Legal Department for an evaluation.
Typically, exemptions can be found in three locations. First, the public record law itself usually
lists specific types of documents that are exempt from disclosure, such as security documents or
personal information. Secondly, other state or federal laws may bar disclosure of a certain type
of record. These exemptions are scattered throughout the entirety of the state’s statutory code,
are quite specific, and can be difficult to locate. Some states compile these exemptions on their
website, but most do not. Thirdly, in some states the court system can create specific
exemptions. Several states specifically authorize courts to carve out exemptions, while others
simply allow the common law exemptions to continue. Most of the judicial exemptions concern
an individual’s right to privacy or some form of executive privilege.
Even if a record sought falls under an exemption, it can still be a good idea to request it, because
many exemptions are discretionary, meaning that the agency holding the documents can release
them if it chooses to do so.
What kinds of fees are associated with public records requests?
Every state has its own system for determining fees to access public records. Most states allow
fee waivers for indigent people or if the disclosure of the information would be in the public
interest. Fees can vary greatly, though most states limit them to around $0.25 per page per copy.
This can add up quickly, however, if a large number of documents are requested. Most states do
not charge to simply inspect the records.
States are still adjusting to the onset of electronic records and the ease with which they can be
transmitted. Some of the more advanced states will email records at a relatively low cost when
compared to how much they would charge to transmit the records through regular mail. Further
complicating the matter is that some states allow each agency to determine their own fee
schedules, which can make it confusing to predict how much a request will cost. In general, it is
a good idea to ask how much the request will cost in the request letter.
It is also a good idea to request that a fee be waived even if there is no statutory provision
concerning fee waivers. Many agencies have discretion to waive or reduce the fee if they feel
that the cost is very low or it would be in the public interest.
Can the requestor choose a format for receiving records?
In most states, the requestor cannot choose the format for receiving records. If the records are in
hard copy, states will photocopy the documents and mail them to the requestor, but they will not
scan them into a computer and email them. States with electronic records may offer your choice
4
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of electronic format or hard copy.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The process for obtaining records can vary greatly depending on the state, but there is a general
method. First, the person seeking the information should send a request to the agency that the
requestor believes holds the information. If the agency does not have the requested information,
most states require that agency to pass on the request to the agency that does have it. If the state
does not have that requirement, then the person seeking the information must ask a different
agency to try and find where the records are.
Most states allow oral requests, but some states require requests to be in writing. Unless it is a
relatively simple matter, the IAFF recommends that most requests should be put in writing in
order to create a record, which will be necessary if the agency denies the request.
If the request is denied, the person seeking information has several options, depending on the
state. Some states allow the requestor to appeal a denial to the head of the agency, or to an
independent agency that handles public information request appeals. This appeal should be filed
as soon as possible following a denial because there may be a short deadline for filing such an
appeal. If the appeal is denied, or if the state does not have an administrative appeal process, the
requestor should seek relief in the court system as soon as possible. Many states have time limits
for filing in court. Several of the states that do not have specific time limits consider timing as a
factor in deciding whether or not to grant the request.
If the requestor does not receive an acceptance or denial within the required response time, the
requestor should consider it to be a denial and file the appeal with the head of the agency or the
independent agency that handles public information appeals. Many states allow agencies a
period of time in which to delay their acceptance or denial of a request, but the agencies must
specify why they are doing so.
While each state has its own preferences for what to include in a request letter, there are certain
items that should be included in every letter. First, it is important to state the statute that gives
the person seeking the information the right to the records. Second, the letter should contain a
list and description of the records sought. The list should be both broad enough that it covers
any records that exist that the requestor is unaware of, as well as specific enough that the agency
can locate the documents. Third, the letter should state that if any or all of the request is denied,
the requestor would like a written response detailing the reasons for such denial.
Fourth, the letter should discuss the potential costs for retrieving the letters. If the requestor is
worried about costs, make sure to ask for an estimate before receiving the letters, or (if
appropriate) propose to inspect the documents rather than receive copies. Fifth, request a fee
waiver, even if the state does not have a fee waiver provision, as most states grant agencies
discretion to lower the fee if the custodian thinks it is in the public interest. Sixth, include the
statutory deadline that the agency has to respond to the request and state that after that period, a
5
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1failure to respond will be deemed a denial and the appropriate legal consequences will follow.
If the requestor is dealing with a state in which the statutory deadline is “reasonable,” the
requestor can give a date by which he expects to receive an answer and let the custodian know
that the requestor will be in contact after that date. Finally, it is important to include a contact
phone number and email address so that the custodian can contact the requestor if any questions
arise. For an example of a sample request letter, see Appendix.
Another possible tactic to exert pressure on an agency that is delaying document production is to
contact the attorney general’s office or local district attorney. Most states allow the attorney
general to file suit against an agency if the attorney general determines that it is a meritorious
request. Even though most attorney generals will decline to do this, it is possible that they could
put pressure on the agency to release the documents.
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
This varies by state, but a vast majority of states do not have an enforcement mechanism for
public records laws outside of the court system. Enforcement is usually up to the requestor to
seek relief in the court system. In rare instances, the state’s attorney general may have the
interest and the authority to bring suit as well. Some states have provisions that can result in
fines for non-compliance with public records laws, but these fines are rarely awarded and most
states simply rely on the awarding of attorneys fees as the only sanction.
Do public records laws determine how or how long public records must be maintained?
Public records laws rarely address how long records must be held, but this is becoming less of an
issue now that more and more states are using digital records that can be kept in better condition
and for a longer time.

ALABAMA
Who can request public records?
The Alabama public records law states that “every citizen” has the right to request and inspect.1
It is uncertain whether “every citizen” refers to citizens of Alabama or the United States as a
whole. However, a federal appellate court has held that a state is not allowed to restrict public
records laws to its own citizens.2
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.3
1

Ala. Code § 36-12-40.
Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
3
Ala. Code § 41-13-1.
2
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What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
The Alabama public records law states that all government agencies are subject to the law and
that all types of records are available. It is unclear whether this also applies to the state
legislature, but a reasonable interpretation of the statute would indicate that it does.
Alabama also has a history of subjecting certain non-government entities to the open records
law. A private corporation that performs a municipal function is subject to the open records
law.4 Courts may look at a number of factors when determining whether a private corporation
will be subject to the open records law, including any implementing statutes, governmental
powers granted or services performed, and whether elected officials sit on the board of the
corporation.5
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are two specific statutory exclusions and two general statutory exclusions in the public
records law. The law specifically exempts from disclosure: (1) records concerning libraries;
(2) records concerning security measures, that, if disclosed, could be a detriment to security; and
(3) “records the disclosure of which would . . . be detrimental to the best interests of the public.”6
In addition, records that are expressly made confidential or nonpublic by a specific statute are
exempted.
Statutory Exemptions
-

-

Certain information related to law enforcement and criminal investigations, including:
law enforcement investigative records and notes,7 information revealed before a
grand jury,8 investigative reports regarding crime victims,9 testimony reported during
a fire marshall investigation (at the fire marshall’s discretion),10 and reports by
probation officers.11
Hospital records, unless sought by a court order,12 as well as many individual medical
records.13
Tax records and returns unless granted permission.14
Employment reports created by the unemployment compensation division, unless

4

Water Works & Sewer Bd. Of the City of Talladega v. Consolidated Publ’g Inc., 892 So.2d 859 (Ala.
2004)(holding that public corporations performing municipal functions are in fact agencies of those municipalities).
5
Tenn. Valley Printing Co. v. Health Care Auth., 61 So. 3d 1027, 1034-1035 (Ala. 2010).
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Ala. Code § 36-12-40.
Ala. Code § 12-21-3.1(b).
Ala. R. Crim. P. 12.3(c)(4)(iii).
Ala. Code § 15-23-5(4).
Ala. Code § 36-19-25.
Ala. Code § 15-22-53(b).
Ala. Code § 12-21-6(a)
Ala. Code § 27-3A-5(a)(7); §§ 22-11A-22, -38, -54; § 27-21A-25.
Ala. Code § 40-2A-10.
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-

needed to pursue an unemployment claim.15
Documents related to workers’ compensation claims, unless needed to contest a
claim.16
Information compiled by employer substance abuse testing programs or employee
assistance programs, unless a waiver is signed or a court order compels disclosure.17

Common Law Exemptions18
-

When examination of records would unduly interfere or hinder in the discharge of a
public officer’s duties.19
When speculation or idle curiosity is the sole purpose of the request.20
Recorded information received in confidence by a public officer.21
Sensitive personnel records.22
Records of a pending criminal investigation.23
Records which would be detrimental to the best interests of the public if disclosed.24

The Alabama Open Records statute does not expressly provide for access to records with
exempted materials redacted, but certain specific statutes do permit such redaction.25 Courts
make case-by-case determinations as to whether one can receive records with the exempted
materials redacted.26
What fees are associated with public records requests?
A reasonable fee shall be assessed for public records requests, which should cover the actual
costs to the agency of providing copies or retrieving the information.27 There is no provision for
a waiver of fees.

15

Ala. Code § 25-4-116.
Ala. Code § 25-5-294(a).
17
Ala. Code § 25-5-339.
18
The Alabama Supreme Court has made it clear that these judicially created exemptions must be read narrowly in favor
of the public. See Chambers v. Birmingham News Co., 552 So. 2d 854, 856-857 (Ala. 1989).
19
See Holcombe v. State ex rel. Chandler, 200 So. 739, 746 (Ala. 1941)
20
Id.
21
See Stone v. Consolidated Publishing Co., 404 So. 2d 678, 681 (Ala. 1981) (holding courts must use balancing test
between citizens’ interest in knowing what government is doing and public’s interest in efficient government when determining
whether to apply these exemptions).
22
Id.
23
Id.
24
Id.
25
See, e.g., Ala. Code § 9-16-83(b)(16) (information pertaining to surface mining and reclamation is public record, except
for information of chemical and physical analysis of coal).
26
Compare Allen v. Barksdale, 32 So. 3d 1264 (Ala. 2009) (permitting redacting of sensitive information in prison
records), with Birmingham News Co. v. Muse, 669 So. 2d 138, 139 (Ala. 1995) (holding university’s response to NCAA Letter of
Inquiry could not be redacted in such a way to protect confidential information).
27
251 Op. Att’y Gen. Ala. 38 (June 12, 1998).
16
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What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can usually be made in person or over the phone with the department holding the
records sought. In some cases, a department may require a written request. There is no time
limit for the agency response, but it may not cause any unreasonable delays.28 If a state agency
denies a request, there is no recourse except through the court system. An appeal of the denial
must be made within two years.29
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
sanction for noncompliance is the award attorneys’ fees, which is within the discretion of the
court.30

ALASKA
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.31
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept,
except for proprietary software.32
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law, including “instrumentalities” of state or
local governments.33 Additionally, all records developed by a private contractor for a public
agency are considered public records.
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes. Additionally,
there are common law exemptions.34

28

Op. Att’y Gen. Ala. No. 2008-073 (Apr. 21, 2008).

29

Ala. Code § 6-2-38(1).
Advertiser Co. v. Auburn Univ., 579 So.2d 645 (Ala. Civ. App. 1991)(upholding denial of attorneys fees in

30

public.
31
32
33
34

Alaska Stat. § 40.25.120(a).
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.220(3).
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.110(a), -.220(2).
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.220(3).
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Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical and public health-related records35
Certain law enforcement records36
Certain state security procedures and infrastructural plans37

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Comments made to labor department representatives during workplace safety
inspections38
Records of employee drug or alcohol testing, except with a court order39
Medical/rehabilitation records related to workers compensation claims40
State personnel records41
Office of Management and Budget internal audit records and work papers42
Certain criminal justice information43
Tax returns and certain tax records44
Court records involving trade secrets45
Certain public assistance records46

Common Law Exemptions
-

Courts recognize an executive privilege.47

Alaska law requires agencies to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source and
release the non-exempt material.48
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Each public agency determines the standard cost of copying a record and may not charge more
than that amount per page.49 Agencies may charge for the cost of searching for records, but the
35

Alaska Stat. § 40.25.120(a)(3).
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.120(a)(6).
37
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.120(a)(10).
38
Alaska Stat. § 18.60.087(b).
39
Alaska Stat. § 23.10.660.
40
Alaska Stat. § 23.30.107(b)
41
Alaska Stat. § 39.25.080.
42
Alaska Stat. § 44.19.147.
43
Alaska Stat. § 12.62.160(a).
44
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.100(a).
45
Alaska Stat. § 45.50.920.
46
Alaska Stat. §§ 47.05.020-.030.
47
See, e.g., Doe v. Super. Ct., 721 P.2d 617 (Alaska 1986) (holding internal memorandum related to Governor’s
appointees protected by executive privilege; Capital Info. Grp. v. Office of the Governor, 923 P.2d 29 (Alaska 1996) (holding
executive privilege covers documents that disclose deliberative process of executive officers).
48
Alaska Admin. Code tit. 2, §§ 96.210(d), -.330.
49
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.110(b).
36
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first five hours of searching a month, per requestor, are free.50 Waivers may be granted if it is in
the public interest, as determined by the agency.51
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought. In
some cases, a department may require a written request.52 Records must be turned over within
ten days if possible.53 If an agency takes longer without providing an explanation, the request is
considered denied.54
The requestor can appeal the denial to the agency head within 60 days.55 Alternatively, the
requestor can file a lawsuit at any point in time and seek injunctive relief (i.e., a court order
requiring the agency to turn over the records).56 The person seeking the records may also appeal
the agency head’s denial in court.57 Local leaders seeking court enforcement should be aware
that Alaska has a “loser pays” system, in which the court may require the losing party to pay the
costs and attorneys fees of the winning party.
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
Relief must be sought in court. The only sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees, but
locals should be aware of the risk of paying the other side’s attorney’s fees if the suit is lost.

ARIZONA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” may request and inspect public records.58
What types of records must be made available to the public?
Public records are defined as all records “reasonably necessary or appropriate to maintain an
accurate knowledge of [public officers’] official activities.”59 Courts have interpreted this to
include all those documents in a public officer’s possession that have a “substantial nexus” with

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Alaska Stat. § 40.25.110(c).
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.110(d).

Alaska Admin. Code tit. 2, § 96.310(a)-(b).
Alaska Admin. Code tit. 2, § 96.325(a).
Alaska Admin. Code tit. 2, § 96.325(f).
Alaska Admin. Code tit. 2, §§ 96.340(b).
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.125.
Alaska Stat. § 40.25.124.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39.121.01(B).
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a government agency’s activities.60
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the law, including all organizations or bodies
supported in whole or in part by public funds.61
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself. Additionally, there are common law
exemptions.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Certain personal information from personnel files of law enforcement-related or
judicial employees, including certain fire fighters62
Certain information related to archaeological discoveries63
Risk assessments of infrastructure64

Statutory Exemptions
-

Medical records65
Records of the State Banking Department relating to financial institutions, not
including those documents filed with the Department66
Records or reports of investigations into minimum wage violations, unless needed for
prosecution67
Confidential informant information68
Vital records (such as birth or death certificates)69
Attorney General records related to consumer fraud investigations70

Common Law Exemptions
-

The Arizona Supreme Court has identified three areas where information is protected
from public disclosure: (1) confidentiality, (2) privacy or (3) disclosure against the
best interest of the state. The courts use a balancing test weighing the public’s right to

60

Griffis v. Pinal County, 156 P.3d 418, 422 (Ariz. 2007) (holding that not all emails on government systems
are “public records”).

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.01(A)(2).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-123.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-125.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-126.
Ariz. Rev. Stat § 12-2292.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 6-129, -.01.
Ariz. Rev. Stat § § 23-364(D).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 12-2312.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 36-342(B).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 36-342.
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information with the interest in confidentiality. 71
Arizona law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies are allowed to charge reasonable fees for public records requests.72 The size of the fee
may vary if the records are sought for a commercial purpose.73 However, police reports to crime
victims74 and records provided in relation to claims of certain benefits from the federal
government75 must be provided for free.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can usually be made in person or over the phone with the public official at the
department that has the information sought.76 In some cases, a department may require a written
request. The agency must respond “promptly.”77 If the request is denied or not answered
promptly, the proper recourse is through the court system.78
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
A person seeking information may complain about the actions of an agency to the Office of
Ombudsman-Citizen Aide, which may investigate.79 However, a more effective tactic would be
to bring a special action in court and seek attorney’s fees.80 Additionally, a requestor may bring
a suit for damages resulting from the denial of the request against the official who denied
access.81

ARKANSAS
Who can request public records?
Public records requests in Arkansas are limited to citizens of the state.82 Non-citizens can ask an

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Carlson v. Pima County, 687 P.2d 1242, 1245 (Ariz. 1984).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.01(D)(1).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.03(A).
Ariz. Rev. Stat § 39-127.
Ariz. Rev. Stat § 39-122.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.01(D)(1).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.01(E).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.02.
Ariz. Rev. Stat. §§ 41-1376
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.02(B).
Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 39-121.02(C).

Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(a)(1).
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Arkansas citizen to request records on their behalf.83 A federal appellate court has held that a
state is not allowed to restrict public records laws to its own citizens, so this restriction may be
unconstitutional.84 Individuals who are incarcerated after being found guilty of a felony may not
request public records. 85
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.86
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies or bodies that are supported in whole or in part by public funds are subject to the
law.87 Private entities must be supported by direct government funding to be subject to the
public records law.88
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes. However, courts are not
permitted to create common law exemptions.89
Public Records Law Exemptions 90
-

State income tax records
Medical records
Adoption records
Education records
Certain law enforcement records
Unpublished papers of the Governor, members of the General Assembly, judges, and
the Attorney General
Unpublished drafts of judicial or quasi-judicial decisions.
Certain personnel or employee evaluation records
Certain state security records
Certain records that contain trade secrets

83

Ark. Op. Att’y Gen. No. 96-190 (1996 Ark. AG LEXIS 180).
Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
85
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(a)(1)(B)(i).
86
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-103(5)(A).
87
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-103(5)(A).
88
Sebastian Cnty. Chapter of Am. Red Cross v. Weatherford, 311 Ark. 656, 660-61 (Ark. 1993) (holding
indirect government benefits or subsidies do not subject recipient to public records requests).
89
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(a)(1).
90
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(b).
84
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Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Records of individual members of the Arkansas Public Employee Retirement
System91
Certain insurance information92
Library records93

Arkansas law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.94
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may charge a fee to cover the costs of reproducing the records, including the cost of
mailing, but not including any personnel time.95 Additionally, the fee can be waived or reduced
if the custodian of the record determines it was sought for a noncommercial purpose and waiver
of the fee in the public interest.96
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made either orally or in written to the custodian of records for the agency.97
Requests must be granted immediately unless the records are in active use or storage, in which
case they must be made available within three working days of the request.98 However, an
agency can take a “reasonable time” if the records requested are voluminous or if it needs to
determine whether an exemption exists.99 If the request is denied, the person seeking
information may appeal the decision immediately to circuit court.100 An appeal must be made
within 5 years.101
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law can be enforced by either the requestor or the Attorney General.102 There are both
criminal and civil sanctions for noncompliance,103 in addition to the option to seek attorney’s

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Ark. Code Ann. § 24-4-1003.
See, e.g., Ark. Code Ann. §§ 11-9-905; 23-61-207.
Ark. Code Ann. § 13-2-703.
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(f).
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(d)(3)(A)(i)-(ii).
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(d)(3)(A)(iv).
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(a)(2)(B).
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-105(e).
Ark. Op. Att’y Gen. No. 2000-059 (2000 Ark. AG LEXIS 64).
Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-107(a).
Ark. Code Ann. § 16-56-115.
Bryant v. Weiss, 983 S.W.2d 902, 905-06 (Ark. 1998) (Attorney General may bring suit under state’s

FOIA).
103

Ark. Code. Ann. §§ 25-19-104 (class C misdemeanor for negligent violations), -107(c) (civil contempt of
court for violations).
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fees.104

CALIFORNIA
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.105
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.106
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the open records law.107 Additionally, private
entities are subject if they are either; 1) created by an elected legislative body to exercise
authority, or 2) if they receive funds from a local agency and have as a board member at least
one member of the legislative body of the local agency appointed to the governing body of the
private entity as a full voting member.108
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself.109 There are also judicially created
exemptions under a “public interest” catch-all provision in the law.”110
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

Preliminary drafts, notes or interagency or intra-agency memoranda that are not
retained by the public agency in the ordinary course of business111
Records pertaining to pending litigation to which the public agency is a party112
Personnel, medical or similar files113
Investigatory records114
Vulnerability assessments115

Ark. Code Ann. § 25-19-107(d).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6253(a).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6252(e).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6252(d).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6252(a), and § 54952(c)(1).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6252.
Cal. Gov't Code § 6255.
Cal. Gov't Code § 6254(a).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6254(b).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6254(c).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6254(f).
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Catch-all Exemptions
-

There is a “deliberative process privilege” that protects records developed during the
decision-making process116

California law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.117
What fees are associated with public records requests?
An agency may only charge a fee that reflects the “direct cost” of retrieving the record.118 There
is no provision for a fee waiver, but agencies are allowed to adopt rules to waive the fee.119
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests should be made to the department which has the information sought and there is no
requirement on what form the request should be in.120 Copies of non-exempt public records must
be made “promptly,” but the law does allow 10 days for the agency to make a determination as
to whether a specific record is exempt.121 If the request is denied, the only recourse is through
the court system.122 An appeal of a denial must be filed within 3 years.123
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful, however, the court can also award
attorneys’ fees to the agency if the court finds that the requestor’s suit was frivolous.124

COLORADO
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.125

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125

Cal. Gov't Code § 6254(aa).
Times Mirror Co. v. Superior Court, 813 P.2d 240 (Cal. 1991).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6253(a).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6253(b).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6253(1)(a).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6253(c).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6253(c).
Cal. Gov't Code § 6259(a).
Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 338.
Cal. Gov't Code § 6259(d).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-201.
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What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.126
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the open records law.127 Additionally, non-profit
corporations funded and established by a governmental body to perform governmental functions
are subject to the law, as long as they are under governmental oversight, supervision, or
control.128
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records129
Personnel files130
Anything that would cause “substantial injury to the public interest” 131

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Information furnished for the Department of Labor132
Parole information133

There is no statute on whether departments are required to separate exempt and non-exempt
material in the same source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
An agency must not charge a fee that exceeds $0.25 per page.134 There is no provision for a fee
waiver, but the cost can be lowered at an agency’s discretion in certain situations.135
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests should be made to the department which has the information sought and each

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-202(6)(a)(I).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-202.
Denver Post v. Stapleton Dev. Corp., 19 P.3d 36 (Colo. App. 2000).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-204(3)(a)(I).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-204(3)(a)(II).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-204(3)(a)(XIII).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 8-1-115(1).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 17-2-104.
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-205(5)(a).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-205(4).
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department has its own procedures for releasing information.136 The department is allowed three
business days to respond.137 If the request is denied, the only recourse is through the court
system.138
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful, however, the court can also award
attorneys’ fees to the agency if the court finds that the requestor’s suit was frivolous.139
Additionally, any person who willfully and knowingly violates the provisions of the law is guilty
of a misdemeanor.140

CONNECTICUT
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.141
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.142
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the open records law.143
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

Preliminary drafts or notes that the agency has determined are not in the public
interest to disclose144
Personnel or medical files whose disclosure would constitute an invasion of

Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-203(1)(a).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-203(3)(b).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-204(5).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-204(5).
Colo. Rev. Stat. § 24-72-206.
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(a).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-200(5).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-200(1).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(b)(1).
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-

privacy145
Certain records of law enforcement agencies146
Records, reports and statements of strategy or negotiations with respect to collective
bargaining147
Records of an investigation or the name of an employee providing information under
the provisions of Conn. Gen. Stat.§4-61dd( a) (the “Whistleblower Act”) 148
Records whose disclosure would cause a safety risk149

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Volunteer fire department records concerning “social matters”150

There is no statute or case law on whether departments are required to separate exempt and nonexempt material in the same source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
State agencies may not charge a fee that exceeds $0.25 per page; all other public agencies may
not charge a fee that exceeds $0.50 per page.151 The public agency is required to waive the fee if:
(1) the requester is indigent, (2) the records when located are found to be exempt from disclosure
under Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210, (3) the agency determines that disclosure is in the public interest,
or (4) the requester is an elected official in the state who obtains the record as part of his or her
duties.152
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request must be made in writing to the department which has the information sought.153 The
agency has four days to respond, or it is deemed a denial.154 An appeal must be made within
thirty days to the Freedom of Information Commission (FOIC).155 If the appeal is denied, the
requestor must seek relief in the court system within forty-five days.156
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The FOIC has the power to enforce the law by investigating allegations holding hearings,
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(b)(2).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(b)(3).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(b)(9).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(b)(13).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-210(b)(19).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §7-314(b).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-212(a).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-212(d).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-212(a).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-206(a).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-206(b).
Conn. Gen. Stat. §4-183(c).
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examining witnesses, taking oral and documentary evidence, and subpoenaing witnesses.157
FOIC has the authority to impose civil penalties of between twenty and one thousand dollars
against any official who denies a request on unreasonable grounds.158 Any official who fails to
comply with a FOIC order is subject to a Class B misdemeanor.159 Additionally, a requestor
denied by the FOIC can appeal to the court system and seek court costs up to one thousand
dollars if successful.160

DELAWARE
Who can request public records?
By statute, only citizens of Delaware have the right to inspect public records, but a federal
appellate court has held Delaware is not allowed to restrict public records laws to its own
citizens.161
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.162
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the open records law.163 Additionally, entities are
considered public if they (1) are funded in whole or in part by public money; (2) expend public
money, including grants; or (3) are given the ability by any public body to make investigations,
reports or recommendations.164
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes. Additionally, there are
common law exemptions.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personnel and medical records whose disclosure would constitute an invasion of

157

Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-205.
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-206(b)(2).
159
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-206(b).
160
Conn. Gen. Stat. §1-206(d).
161
Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
162
29 Del. C. § 10002(g).
163
29 Del. C. § 10002(c).
164
29 Del. C. § 10002(c)
158
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-

privacy165
Investigatory files compiled for civil or criminal law-enforcement purposes166
Any records involving labor negotiations or collective bargaining167
Records whose disclosure would threaten security168

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Prison records 169

Common Law Exemptions
-

Executive privilege 170

There is no statute or case law on whether departments are required to separate exempt and nonexempt material in the same source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
An agency can charge a fee that reflects the reasonable expense of providing the record.171
There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The Department of Justice has created a standardized form for requesting records that must be
filled out and sent to the department that has the information sought.172 The department must
respond to the request within fifteen days. 173 If the request is denied, the only recourse is
through the court system and an appeal must be filed within sixty days.174
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
There is no enforcement provision in the law and the only way to seek relief is in the court
system. The requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful, however, the court can
also award attorneys’ fees to the agency if the court finds that the requestor’s suit was
frivolous.175

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

29 Del. C. § 10002(g)(1).
29 Del. C. § 10002(g)(3).
29 Del. C. § 10002(g)(8).
29 Del. C. § 10002(g)(17).
11 Del. C. § 4322.
Guy v. Judicial Nominating Comm'n, 659 A.2d 777 (Del. Super. 1995).
29 Del. C. § 10003(a).
29 Del. C. § 10003(b).
29 Del. C. § 10003(b).
29 Del. C. § 10005(b).
29 Del. C. § 10005(d).
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.176
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.177
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the law.178
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
The only exemptions are those specifically listed in the public records law itself.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personnel, medical and similar records179
Investigatory and law enforcement records180
Inter-agency and intra-agency memorandums or letters181
Information that would disclose the identity of a whistleblower182

District of Columbia law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in
the same source and release the non-exempt material.183
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies must charge a fee that is reasonable and as low as possible.184 Agencies can provide
fee waivers if it would serve the public interest.185
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests should be directed to the department which has the information sought and must

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185

D.C. Code § 2-532(a).
D.C. Code § 2-502.
D.C. Code § 2-502.
D.C. Code § 2-534(a)(2).
D.C. Code § 2-534(a)(3).
D.C. Code § 2-534(a)(4).
D.C. Code § 2-534(a)(12).
D.C. Code § 2-534(b).
D.C. Code § 2-532(b).
D.C. Code § 2-532(b).
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reasonably describe the public record.186 The request must be complied with or denied within
fifteen days.187 If the request is denied, the requestor can seek relief through either the Mayor or
the court system.188
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The only recourse is through either the Mayor or the court system. A requestor who uses the
courts can seek attorney’s fees and costs, but cannot recover attorney’s fees if the requestor is
pro se.189 Additionally, any person who arbitrarily or capriciously violates the law can be found
guilty of a misdemeanor and punished by a fine not to exceed $100.190

FLORIDA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.191
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.192
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the open records law.193 Additionally, entities are
considered public if they act “on behalf of any public agency.”194
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
All records are open to the public unless specifically cited in another statute.
Other Statutory Exemptions
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

Work products by a public employer made in preparation for and during collective
bargaining negotiations are exempt from the law 195
In addition, discussions between a chief executive officer and the legislative body or

D.C. Code § 2-532(c).
D.C. Code § 2-532(c).
D.C. Code § 2-537(a).
D.C. Code § 2-537(c).
D.C. Code § 2-537(d).
Fla. Stat. § 119.01(1).
Fla. Stat. § 119.011(1).
Fla. Stat. § 119.011(2).
Fla. Stat. § 119.011(2).
Fla. Stat. § 447.605(3).
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public employer relative to collective bargaining are exempt, however, proposals and
counter proposals presented during the course of collective bargaining are not 196
Florida law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.197
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies can charge fees which reflect the actual costs of retrieving the records, but cannot
exceed $0.15 per page.198 There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request procedure varies by agency and there is no statutory response time for an agency
request. If a request is denied, the requestor can either go through a Voluntary Mediation
Program within the Attorney General’s Office, or pursue a remedy in the court system.199 The
statute of limitations in the court system is 4 years.200
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.201

GEORGIA
Who can request public records?
Only citizens of Georgia can request public records.202 A federal appellate court has held that a
state is not allowed to restrict public records laws to its own citizens, so this restriction may be
unconstitutional.203
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.204

196

Fla. Stat. § 447.605(1).
Fla. Stat. § 119.07(1)(d).
198
Fla. Stat. § 119.07(1)(a).
199
Fla. Stat. § 16.60.
200
Fla. Stat. § 95.11(3).
201
Fla. Stat. § 119.12(1).
202
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-70(b).
203
Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
204
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-70(a).
197
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What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the open records law.205 All entities that derive a
substantial portion of their budget from public funds are subject to the law.206
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
The only exemptions are listed in the public records law.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records207
Law enforcement records208
Evaluations of public employees209
Records concerning emergency preparation210

Georgia law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.211
What fees are associated with public records requests?
An agency may charge a reasonable fee for copying costs not to exceed $0.25 per page unless a
higher charge is specifically authorized by law.212 The law also allows a charge for other
administrative costs.213 There is no provision on fee waivers.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made either orally or in writing to the custodian of the records in the
agency.214 The agency must respond in a reasonable time frame, but may take no more than
three days.215 If a request is denied, the requestor can seek aid from the office of the attorney
general, which has established an informal mediation program, or through the court system.216
There is no specific time limit for filing suit, but it must be done quickly so as not to unduly
prejudice the opposing party.217

205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

O.C.G.A. § 50-18-70(a).
O.C.G.A. § 50-14-1.
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(a)(2).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(a)(4).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(a)(5).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(a)(15).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-72(g).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-71(a).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-71(d).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-71(a).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-70(f).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-73(a).
O.C.G.A. § 23-1-25.
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Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The attorney general may file suit, but the primary means of enforcement is by the individual
requestor through the court system. The law does sanction an agency if it knowingly denies a
valid request, the agency is subject to a fine not to exceed $100.00.218 The court may also award
the prevailing party reasonable attorney fees, but only if the court determines that the losing
party acted without substantial justification.219

HAWAII
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.220
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.221
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the law.222
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes, though the other
statutory exemptions are not relevant.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Government records that would intrude on personal privacy 223
Government records that by their nature, must be confidential to avoid the frustration
of a legitimate government function224
Draft working papers of legislative committees and work product, as well as records
or transcripts of an investigating committee of the legislature225

Hawaii law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source

218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

O.C.G.A. § 50-18-74(a).
O.C.G.A. § 50-18-73(a).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-11(a).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-3.
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-3.
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-13(1).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-13(3).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-13(5).
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and release the non-exempt material.226
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged are established by the Office of Information Practices and can be waived if it
serves the public interest.227
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request procedure varies by agency. If the agency denies the request, an appeal must be
brought within two years to either the Office of Information Practices or the court system.228
However, a person filing an action in court must notify the OIP in writing at the time of filing to
allow the OIP the opportunity to intervene.229
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The OIP may intervene, but the primary means of enforcement is by the individual requestor
through the court system. The requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.230

IDAHO
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.231
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.232
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public and bodies agencies are subject to the law .233
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
The records that are exempt are specifically laid out in the public records law.

226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-42(13).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-42(13).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-42(11).
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-15.3.
Haw. Rev. Stat. § 92F-15(d).
Idaho Code § 9-338(1).
Idaho Code § 9-337(13).
Idaho Code § 9-337(8).
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Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Certain investigatory documents compiled by law enforcement234
Personnel records235
Retired employees information236
Medical records237

Idaho law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.238
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Unless proscribed in a specific department’s regulations, fees must reflect actual cost and are
only charged if the request is for more than 100 pages of paper records or if the actual labor
exceeds two person hours.239 There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
A request may be made orally, but some departments may require it to be in writing.240 A
department has three business days to respond to the request.241 If the agency denies the request,
or does not respond within ten business days, the requestor can seek relief in court and must file
within 180 days.242
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful and the court finds that the agency was
in bad faith.243 However, the agency can also seek attorneys’ fees if the court finds that the
requestor was in bad faith.244

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244

Idaho Code § 9-340B.
Idaho Code § 9-340C(1).
Idaho Code § 9-340C(2).
Idaho Code § 9-340C(13).
Idaho Code § 9-341.
Idaho Code § 9-338(10)(a)(i)-(ii).
Idaho Code § 9-338(4).
Idaho Code § 9-339(1).
Idaho Code § 9-343(1).
Idaho Code § 9-344(2).
Idaho Code § 9-344(2).
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ILLINOIS
Who can request public records?
“All person” have the right to inspect public records.245
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.246
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the law.247
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
The records that are exempt are specifically laid out in the statute.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personal information that would constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy 248
Preliminary drafts, notes, recommendations, memoranda and other records in which
opinions are expressed, or policies or actions are formulated249
Records relating to a public body’s adjudication of employee grievances or
disciplinary cases250
Documents or materials relating to collective negotiating matters between public
bodies and their employees or representatives251
Information in local emergency plans252
Records whose disclosure would threaten public safety253

Illinois law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.254

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

5 ILCS 140/1.
5 ILCS 140/2/c.
5 ILCS 140/2/a.
5 ILCS 140/7/c.
5 ILCS 140/7/f.
5 ILCS 140/7/n.
5 ILCS 140/7/p.
5 ILCS 140/7.5/i.
5 ILCS 140/7/v.
5 ILCS 140/7/1.
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What fees are associated with public records requests?
When records are furnished in an electronic format, there is no fee.255 However, if the request is
for a paper record, the first fifty pages are free and subsequent pages shall not exceed $0.15 per
page.256 If the requestor can show that it is in the public interest, an agency must waive the fee
or reduce the cost.257
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
A request may be made orally, but some departments may require it to be in writing.258 The
agency must either comply with or deny the request within five business days after receiving
it.259 If the request is denied, an appeal must be made within sixty days to either the Public
Access Counselor in the Office of the Illinois Attorney General, or the court system.260 If the
Public Access Counselor denies the request, an appeal can also be made to the court system.261
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. A requester
who prevails in court can recover reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs.262 Additionally, if a court
determines that an agency acted in bad faith in denying the request, the court shall also impose
upon a fine between $2,500 and $5,000.263

INDIANA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.264
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.265

255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265

5 ILCS 140/6/a.
5 ILCS 140/6/b.
5 ILCS 140/6/c.
5 ILCS 140/3/c.
5 ILCS 140/3/d.
5 ILCS 140/9.5.
5 ILCS 140/11/a.
5 ILCS 140/11/i.
5 ILCS 140/11/j.
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-3(a).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-2(l).
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What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All public agencies and bodies are subject to the law.266 Public entities include bodies supported
or maintained by public funds.267
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personnel files of public employees and files of applicants for public employment268
Medical records created by a provider269
Records that are deliberative or advisory270
Records whose disclosure would threaten public safety271

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Law enforcement records 272

Indiana law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.273
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee may not exceed the average cost of copying records by agencies or $0.10 per page,
whichever is greater.274
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made either orally or in writing to the department which has the information
sought.275 However, an agency can require the request to be in writing or filled out in a form.276
An oral request must be granted or denied in twenty-four hours, but a written request must be
granted or denied in seven days.277 If the request is denied, the requestor can either seek relief

266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

Ind. Code § 5-14-3-2(m).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-2(m)(3).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-4(a)(8).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-4(a)(9).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-4(b)(6).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-4(b)(19).
Ind. Code § 5-2-4-6.
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-6(a).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-8(c).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-9(c).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-3(a).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-9(a).
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through the Public Access Counselor (PAC) first, or proceed directly to the court system.278 The
appeal must be filed within thirty days and must first go through the PAC if the requestor wants
to seek attorney’s fees and costs.279
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. In addition
to the procedure to seek attorney’s fees described above, an employee or officer of a public
agency who knowingly or intentionally discloses confidential can be convicted of a Class A
misdemeanor.280

IOWA
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.281
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.282
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.283
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287

Personnel files of public employees284
Medical records285
Investigative records286
Records relating to security preparation287

Ind. Code § 5-14-5-6.
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-9(i).
Ind. Code § 5-14-3-10(a).
Iowa Code § 22.2(1)
Iowa Code § 22.1(3).
Iowa Code § 22.1(1).
Iowa Code § 22.7(11).
Iowa Code § 22.7(2).
Iowa Code § 22.7(5).
Iowa Code § 22.7(45).
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Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Negotiating sessions, strategy meetings, mediation and deliberation of arbitrators 288
Certain criminal records 289

Iowa law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.290
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee must be reasonable and take into account all costs of retrieving the records.291 There is
no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Each agency designates an agent to receive requests as well as formulates in what form the
request must take.292 A response should be received within twenty days.293 If the request is
denied, a requestor can appeal through the court system, which must occur within thirty days.294
However, the requestor could also seek a rehearing in an agency appeal first, which must be filed
within twenty days.295
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.296

KANSAS
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.297
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.298
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

Iowa Code § 20.17(3).
Iowa Code § 692.2(1)(b).
Iowa Code § 22.11(1)(b).
Iowa Code § 22.3.
Iowa Code § 22.3(1).
Iowa Code § 22.8(4)(d).
Iowa Code § 17A.19(3).
Iowa Code § 17A.16(2).
Iowa Code § 22.10(3)(b).
K.S.A. 45-218(a).
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What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.299 Private entities are considered public
bodies if supported in whole or part by public funds, but only records relating to activities or
functions funded by the public are subject to the law.300
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records301
Personnel records302
Criminal investigation records303
Records pertaining to employer-employee negotiation304
Notes, preliminary drafts or other records in which opinions are expressed or policies
are proposed305
Records relating to security preparation and response306

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

State drug testing results307

Kansas law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.308
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees for copies of records may not exceed the actual cost of copies and $0.25 per page is usually
considered reasonable.309 There is no provision for a fee waiver.

298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309

K.S.A. 45-217(g)(1).
K.S.A. 45-217(f)(1)
K.S.A. 45-217(f)(1).
K.S.A. 45-221(a)(3).
K.S.A. 45-221(a)(4).
K.S.A. 45-221(a)(10).
K.S.A. 45-221(a)(15).
K.S.A. 45-221(a)(20).
K.S.A. 45-221(a)(12).
K.S.A. 75-4362(e).
K.S.A. 45-221(d).
K.S.A. 45-220(b).
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What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be made in writing to the department which has the information sought.310 The
request must be granted or denied within three days.311 The requestor must then either contact a
local Freedom of Information Act officer or seek relief in the court system.312
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. The requestor may seek attorneys’ fees if the court finds that the
agency denial was made in bad faith, but the agency can seek attorneys’ fees if the court finds
that the appeal was made in bad faith.313 Any agency that knowingly violates the law can be
fined up to $500 for each violation.314

KENTUCKY
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.315
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.316
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.317 An entity is considered an agency if 25
percent of its institutional funding comes from Kentucky authorities.318 However, an entity that
receives only a portion of its funding from governmental authorities, must only disclose records
related to those functions or operations funded by the government.319
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes, though none of those are
relevant.
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

K.S.A. 45-220(b).
K.S.A. 45-218(d).
K.S.A. 45-222(a).
K.S.A. 45-222.
K.S.A. 45-223.
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.872(1).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.870(2).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.870(1).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.870(1)(h).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.870(2).
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Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personal information320
Law enforcement records321
Deliberative process documents322
Records related to terrorist threat assessment and preparation323

Kentucky law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.324
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Requests that are made for noncommercial reasons can charge the actual cost of reproduction,
but only requests for commercial purposes may include the cost of staff time.325 There is no
provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Agencies are required to promulgate their own rules and regulations that list the identity of the
official custodian, the fees charged for copies, and the procedures to be followed.326 An agency
has three business days to respond.327 If the request is denied, a requester has thirty days to
appeal to the attorney general or may seek relief in the court system.328 Additionally, if the
requestor is denied by the attorney general, the requestor has thirty days to seek relief in court.329
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. The requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful and the
court finds that the agency willfully violated the law.330

320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330

Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.878(1)(a).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.878(1)(h).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.878(1)(j).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.878(1)(m).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.878(4).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.874(2).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.876.
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.880(1).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.882(2).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.880(5)(a).
Ky. Rev. Stat. 61.882(5).
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LOUISIANA
Who can request public records?
“Any person above the age of majority” has the right to inspect public records, while “any
person” can request a copy of a record.331
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.332
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.333 Quasi-public nonprofit corporations are
also subject to the law if they serve a governmental function.334
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes. Additionally, there are
common law exemptions.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Law enforcement records and criminal investigation records 335
Records used by the Governor 336
Medical records of public employees 337
Records related to terrorist threat assessment and preparation338

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Pardon and parole records 339
A complete list of over one hundred specific exemptions can be found at La. Rev.
Stat. Ann. § 44:4.1.
There is a general right to privacy that may affect the disclosure of records340

331

La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:31.B.
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:1.B.
333
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:1.A.
334
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:1.A.
335
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:3.A.
336
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:5.
337
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:12.
338
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:3.1.
339
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15:574.12.
340
La. Const. Art. 1, § 5. See also Capital City Press v. East Baton Rouge Parish Metropolitan Council, 696
So. 2d 562 (La. 1997).
332
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Common Law Exemptions
-

Personnel files, including all disciplinary records, are exempt341

Louisiana law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.342
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees for copies of records must be reasonable.343 Fees can be reduced or waived for indigent
persons, or if the disclosure of the record is in the public interest.344
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be made in writing to the department that has the information sought. The
department has three business days to respond.345 If the department denies the request, or there
is no response within five business days, the requestor can seek relief in the court system.346
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.347

MAINE
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.348
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.349
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
Maine does not use the identity of the record holder to determine if the record is public. Instead,
341

Eastbank Consol. Special Serv. Fire Prot. Dist. v. Crossen, 892 So. 2d 666 (La. App. 5th Cir.), writ denied,
897 So. 2d 608 (La. 2005).
342
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:33.A.
343
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:32.C.
344
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:32.C(2).
345
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:32.D..
346
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:35.A
347
La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 44:35.A.
348
1 M.R.S.A. § 408(1).
349
1 M.R.S.A. § 402(3).
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Maine states that the record is public if it has “been received or prepared for use in connection
with the transaction of public or governmental business” or contains “information relating to the
transaction of public or governmental business.”350
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records351
Materials prepared for collective bargaining negotiations352
Notes, preliminary drafts or other records in which opinions are expressed or policies
are proposed353
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats354

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Personnel records 355

There is no statute or case law on whether departments are required to separate exempt and nonexempt material in the same source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees for copies of records must be reasonable and reflect the actual cost of retrieval.356 Fees can
be reduced or waived for indigent persons, or if the disclosure of the record is in the public
interest.357
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests can be made either orally or in writing to the department which has the information
sought.358 The department has five business days to respond. 359 If the request is denied, an
appeal must be made in the court system within five days.360

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360

1 M.R.S.A. § 402(3).
1 M.R.S.A. § 402(3)(H).
1 M.R.S.A. § 402(3)(D).
1 M.R.S.A. § 402(3)(J).
1 M.R.S.A. § 402(3)(Q).
30-A M.R.S.A. § 2702.
1 M.R.S.A. § 408(3)(A).
1 M.R.S.A. § 408(6).
1 M.R.S.A. § 408(1).
1 M.R.S.A. § 409(1).
1 M.R.S.A. § 409(1).
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Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. Reasonable attorney’s fees are available if the requestor substantially
prevails.361 Additionally, the agency may be liable for a fine of up to $500 if the court
determines the conduct was a willful violation.362

MARYLAND
Who can request public records?
“All persons” have the right to inspect public records.363
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.364
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.365
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Hospital records366
Medical records367
Retirement records368
Personnel records369

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370

Criminal records370

1 M.R.S.A. § 409(4).
1 M.R.S.A. § 410.
Md Code State Gov, 10-612(a).
Md Code State Gov, 10-611(h).
Md Code State Gov, 10-611(g)(1)(i).
Md Code State Gov, 10-616 (j).
Md Code State Gov, 10-617 (b).
Md Code State Gov, 10-616 (g).
Md Code State Gov, 10-616 (i)
Md Code State Gov, 10-219.
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Maryland law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.371
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees for copies of records must be reasonable and reflect the actual cost of retrieval.372 Fees can
be reduced or waived for indigent persons, or if the disclosure of the record is in the public
interest.373
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be made in writing to the department which has the information sought.374 The
department has thirty business days to respond.375 If the request is denied, an appeal can be
made to the administration itself.376 The requestor can also seek relief in the court system within
two years of denial.377
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The attorney general may enforce the law, but it generally falls upon the requestor to enforce the
law in the court system. Attorney’s fees and costs can be sought if the requestor substantially
prevails.378 The requestor can also seek damages.379

MASSACHUSETTS
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.380
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.381
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are governed by the statute except for the Legislature and the
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381

Md Code State Gov, 10-614(b)(3)(iii).
Md Code State Gov, 10-621 (d)(1).
Md Code State Gov, 10-621 (e).
Md Code State Gov, 10-614 (a)(1).
Md Code State Gov, 10-614 (a)(4).
Md Code State Gov, 10-622(b).
Md. Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. § 5-110.
Md Code State Gov, 10-623 (f).
Md Code State Gov, 10-623 (d).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10(a).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10(c).
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governor.382
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.

Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records383
Personnel records384
Inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda or letters concerning deliberative matters385
Investigatory records386
Records concerning security measures 387

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Unemployment insurance records388

Massachusetts law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.389
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees for copies of records must be reasonable.390 Fees can be reduced or waived if the
disclosure of the record is in the public interest.391
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be made in writing to the department which has the information sought.392 The
department has ten calendar days to respond.393 If the request is denied, the requestor can either
appeal to the Supervisor of Public Records within ninety days of the original request, or seek
relief in the court system.394

382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394

Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 4, § 7.
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 4, § 7(c).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 4, § 7(c).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 4, § 7(d).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 4, § 7(f).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 4, § 7(n).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 151A, § 46.
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10(a).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10 (a).
950 CMR 32.06(5).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10 (b).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10 (b).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10 (b).
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Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The Supervisor of Public Records can refer instances of noncompliance to the attorney general,
but the attorney general is under no obligation to act.395 The only true way to enforce is for the
requestor to pursue the matter in the court system.396 Attorney’s fees are only available if the
defense is frivolous or insubstantial.397

MICHIGAN
Who can request public records?
“A person” has the right to inspect public records.398
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.399
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.400 Private bodies are considered agencies
if created by state or local authority, or funded primarily by state or local authority.401
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes that are not relevant.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Unwanted invasions of privacy402
Investigatory records and law enforcement records403
Records concerning security measures404

Michigan law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.405

395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405

Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10 (c).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 66, § 10 (b).
Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 231, § 6F.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.233.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.232.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.232.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.232.d(iv).
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.243.1(a).
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.243.1(b).
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.243.1(u).
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.244.1.
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What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees for copies of records must be limited to actual costs.406 Fees can be reduced or waived for
indigent persons, or if the disclosure is in the public interest.407
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be sent in writing to the department that has the information sought.408 The
department has five business days to respond.409 If the request is denied, the requestor can
appeal to the head of the department, which has ten days to respond.410 If the appeal is denied,
the requestor must seek relief in the court system within 180 days of the denial.411
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. Attorney’s
fees and costs can be sought if the requestor prevails.412

MINNESOTA
Who can request public records?
“The public” has the right to inspect public records.413
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.414
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.415 Public bodies include any nonprofit
social service agency which performs services under contract to a government entity, to the
extent that it uses data on individuals because of a contractual relationship with a government
entity.416

406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416

Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.234.1.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.234.l.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.235.2.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.235.2.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.235.2.
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.240.1(a).
Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 15.240.6.
Minn.Stat. § 13.03, subd. 2(b).
Minn.Stat. § 13.02, subd. 7.
Minn.Stat. § 13.02, subd. 11.
Minn.Stat. § 13.02, subd. 11.
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What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes that are not relevant.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical data417
Personnel data418
Documents concerning deliberative matters419
Investigatory records and law enforcement records420
Preliminary budget proposals421
Collective bargaining negotiations422
Security information423

Minnesota law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.424
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies can charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of copying data, but may charge no more
than $0.25 per page if the request is for fewer than one hundred pages.425 There is no provision
for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Agencies are allowed to determine their own procedures for handling requests, but must respond
in a prompt manner.426 If the request is denied, the requestor can appeal to the Office of
Administrative Hearings at any point within the next two years.427 If the appeal is denied, the
requestor must seek relief in the court system.428
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. Attorney’s

417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428

Minn.Stat. § 13.384. subd. 2.
Minn.Stat. § 13.43. subd. 2.
Minn.Stat. § 13.43. subd. 2.
Minn.Stat. § 13.82. subd. 2.
Minn.Stat. § 13.64. subd. 1.
Minn.Stat. § 13.37. subd. 2.
Minn.Stat. § 13.37. subd. 1.
Minn.Stat. § 13.03, subd. 3(c).
Minn.Stat. § 13.03, subd. 3(c).
Minn.Stat. § 13.02, subd. 16.
Minn.Stat. § 13.085, subd. 2(b).
Minn.Stat. § 13.08, subd. 4.
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fees and costs can be sought if the requestor prevails.429

MISSISSIPPI
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.430
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.431
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.432
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Law enforcement investigatory records 433

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Public employees retirement system 434
Medical records from workers compensation cases 435
Hospital records436
Personnel records 437

Mississippi law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.438

429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438

Minn.Stat. § 13.08, subd. 1.
Miss. Code § 25-61-5(1)(a).
Miss. Code § 25-61-3(b).
Miss. Code § 25-61-3(a).
Miss. Code § 25-61-12(2)(a).
Miss. Code § 25-11-119(3).
Miss. Code § 71-3-66.
Miss. Code § 41-9-68.
Miss. Code § 25-1-100(1).
Miss. Code § 25-61-5(2).
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What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees must be reasonable and cannot exceed the actual cost.439 There is no provision for a fee
waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be sent in writing to the department that has the information sought.440 The
agency has seven business days to respond.441 If the request is denied, the requestor can appeal
to the Ethics Committee, but the Committee does not have enforcement power and can only issue
an advisory opinion.442 The requestor can also seek relief in the court system.443 The suit must
be brought within 3 years in accordance with the general statute of limitations.444
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. Attorney’s
fees and costs, as well as a $100 penalty, can be sought if the defendant willfully denied
access.445

MISSOURI
Who can request public records?
“The public” has the right to inspect public records.446
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.447
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.448 Quasi-public bodies are also subject to
the law and are defined as bodies whose purpose must be governmental or serve a governmental

439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448

Miss. Code § 25-61-7(1).
Miss. Code § 25-61-5(1)(a).
Miss. Code § 25-61-5(1)(a).
Miss. Code § 25-61-5(1)(a).
Miss. Code § 25-61-5(1)(a).
Miss. Code § 15-1-49.
Miss. Code § 25-61-15.
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.011.
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.010(6).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.010(4).
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function.449
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personnel records450
Medical records451
Records prepared for labor negotiations records452
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats 453

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Investigative reports of the State Fire Marshall 454
Law enforcement records 455

Missouri law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.456
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Fees cannot exceed $0.10 per page for a paper copy, with the hourly fee for copying time not to
exceed the hourly pay for clerical staff of the agency.457 Agencies are obligated to charge the
lowest fee possible and may waive the fee if it is in the public interest.458
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made in any format to the department that has the information sought. The
department has three business days to grant or deny the request.459 If the request is denied, the
requestor must seek relief in the court system within one year of the denial.460
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.010(4)(f).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.021(13).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.021(5).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.021(9).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.021(18).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 320.235.
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.100.
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.024.
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.026(1)(1).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.026(1).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.023(3).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.027(5).
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relief in the court system. The requestor may seek attorney’s fees if the court finds that the
agency denial was made with the knowledge that the agency was violating the law. 461 The
agency can also be fined up to $1,000.462

MONTANA
Who can request public records?
“No person” may be denied the right to request public records.463
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.464
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies or bodies that are subject to the law.465 This has been interpreted broadly by the
Montana Supreme Court.466
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Private writings467
Records and materials that are constitutionally protected from disclosure because of
privacy rights 468
Records relating to public and individual safety469

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Medical records470
Certain criminal justice information471

461

Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.027(3).
Mo.Rev.Stat. § 610.027(3).
463
Mont. Const., Art. II, § 9.
464
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-101(2).
465
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-101(2)(a).
466
Bryan v. Yellowstone Co. Elem. Sch. Dist. No. 2, 60 P.3d 381 (Mont. 2002) (holding that a committee
created by a school district was a governmental body subject to the right to know provision of the Montana
Constitution).
467
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-101.
468
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-102(3).
469
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-102(3).
470
Mont. Code Ann. § 27-6-703.
462
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There is no statute or case law on whether departments are required to separate exempt and nonexempt material in the same source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee must not exceed the actual cost of retrieving the record.472 There is no provision for a
fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The agency must turn over public records “on demand.”473
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees.474

NEBRASKA
Who can request public records?
All “citizens” and “other persons” have the right to inspect public records.475
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.476
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.477
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes that are not relevant.
Public Records Law Exemptions
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478

Medical records478

Mont. Code Ann. § 44-5-302(1).
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-110.
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-6-102(2).
Mont. Code Ann. § 2-3-221.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712(1).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.01(1).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.01(1).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.05(2).
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-

Personnel information479
Law enforcement records480
Records related to the preparation of litigation and labor negotiations481
Information related to the protection and security of public buildings482

Nebraska law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.483
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee must not exceed the actual cost of retrieving the record.484 There is no provision for a
fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be made in writing to the department that has the agency sought.485 The
department has four business days to grant or deny the request.486 If the request is denied, the
requestor can ask the attorney general for an opinion and the opinion must be issued within
fifteen days.487 If the department refuses to respond to the attorney general’s request, the
attorney general must file suit within fifteen days of the denial.488 The requestor can also seek
relief in the court system and must file within four years.489
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The attorney general can issue an opinion on the matter and is required to bring suit if the agency
ignores the opinion.490 The requestor can also bring suit in lieu of asking assistance from the
attorney general.491 The court may award attorneys fees if the requester has “substantially
prevailed.”492 Violation of the law is a Class III misdemeanor and the official who violates the
law may be impeached.493

479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493

Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.05(7).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.05(5).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.05(4).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.05(8).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.06.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712(3)(b).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712(4).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712(4).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.03.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.03(2).
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25-212.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.03.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.03.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.07.
Neb. Rev. Stat. § 84-712.09.
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NEVADA
Who can request public records?
The “general public” has the right to inspect public records.494
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.495
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.496
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Certain identifying information497

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Certain budget information 498

Nevada law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.499
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee must not exceed the actual cost of retrieving the record.500 The agency may waive the
fee at its discretion.501
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request must be made in writing to the agency which has the information sought.502 The

494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502

N.R.S. 239.010(1).
N.R.S. 239.010(3).
N.R.S. 239.005(4).
N.R.S. 239.0105(1).
N.R.S. 353.205(3).
N.R.S. 239.010(3).
N.R.S. 239.052(1).
N.R.S. 239.052(2).
N.R.S. 239.0107(1).
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custodian has five business days to grant or deny the request.503 The requestor must then appeal
to the court system to seek relief.504
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.505

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Who can request public records?
“Every citizen” has the right to inspect public records.506 It is unclear whether this refers to
citizens of the state or of the country.
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.507
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.508 Additionally, some quasi-public bodies
like a nonprofit corporation formed by an association of governmental entities to provide health
insurance benefits for public employees are subject to the law.509
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

Preliminary drafts, notes, and memorandum510
Records of parole and pardon boards511
Records whose disclosure would constitute an invasion of privacy512
Records relating to the preparation for and the carrying out of all emergency

N.R.S. 239.0107(1).
N.R.S. 239.011.
N.R.S. 239.011.
RSA 91-A:4, I.
RSA 91-A:1-a.
RSA 91-A:4, VI.
Professional Firefighters of N.H. v. Healthtrust Inc., 159 N.H. 699 (N.H. 2010).
RSA 91-A:5, IX.
RSA 91-A:5, II.
RSA 91-A:5, IV.
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functions513
Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Medical records514
Certain criminal justice information 515
Certain records of the Department of Employment Security 516

There is no statute or case law on whether departments are required to separate exempt and nonexempt material in the same source and release the non-exempt material.
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee must reflect the actual cost of retrieving the record.517 There is no provision for fee
waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the department that has the information sought.
The department has five business days to grant or deny the request.518 If a state agency denies a
request, there is no recourse except through the court system.519
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can only seek attorneys fees if the court finds that a public body knew its denial was in
violation of the statute.520 However, the court may award attorneys fees in favor of the agency if
it finds that the lawsuit was in bad faith.521

NEW JERSEY
Who can request public records?
Public records requests in New Jersey are limited to citizens of the state.522 A federal appellate
court has held that a state is not allowed to restrict public records laws to its own citizens, so this
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522

RSA 91-A:5, VI.
RSA 151:21, X.
RSA 516:36, II.
RSA 91-A:6, RSA 282-A:117-123.
RSA 91-A:4, IV.
RSA 91-A:4, IV.
RSA 91-A:7.
RSA 91-A:8, I.
RSA 91-A:8, I-a.
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.
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restriction may be unconstitutional.523
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.524
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.525 Additionally, a governmental entity
may not be excused from the law simply because the requested records are not in its
possession.526
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
All records are open unless exempted by: (1) the public records law, (2) any other statute,
(3) resolution of either or both houses of the Legislature, (4) regulation promulgated under the
authority of any statute or Executive Order of the Governor; (5) Executive Order of the
Governor; (6) Rules of Court; (7) any federal law; (8) federal regulation; or (9) court order.527
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Inter-agency or intra-agency advisory; consultative, or deliberative material528
Information pertaining to any grievance filed by or against an individual529
Information pertaining to collective negotiations, including documents containing
negotiating strategies530

Executive Order Exemptions
-

All examinations conducted by state and local government agencies531
Personnel and pension records of state and local employees except for the employee's
name, title, position, salary, payroll record, length of service, date of termination,
reason for termination, amount and type of pension received, and other employee
background information which discloses specific experiential, educational or medical
qualifications for government employment or for receipt of a public pension, but

523

Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
524
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.
525
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.
526
Burnett v. County of Gloucester, 415 N.J. Super 506 (N.J. 2010) (holding that a governmental agency
seeking to protect its records from scrutiny could not simply delegate their creation to third parties or relinquish
possession to such parties).
527
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.
528
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.
529
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.
530
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.
531
Hughes Executive Order No. 9 (1963).
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excluding detailed medical or psychological information532
New Jersey case law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the
same source and release the non-exempt material.533
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fee charged for copying a government record is $0.05 per letter size page or smaller, and
$0.07 per legal size page or larger.534 However, if a public agency can demonstrate that the
actual costs exceed this amount, the agency can charge more.535 Access to electronic records and
non-printed materials is free.536 There is no provision for fee waivers.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
All requests must be in writing and made to the agency that has the information sought.537 The
agency must respond within seven business days, unless the record is archived or in storage or
the request would substantially disrupt agency operations.538 Immediate access should ordinarily
be granted to budgets, bills, vouchers, contracts and public employee salary and overtime
information.539 If the request is denied, the decision can be appealed either in the courts or the
Government Records Council within 45 days of the denial.540 The requestor may seek attorney’s
fees.541
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees.542

NEW MEXICO
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.543

532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543

Byrne Executive Order No. 11 (1974).
Newspapers Inc. v. Township of Mt. Laurel, 660 A.2d 1173 (N.J. 1995).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(b).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(b).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(b).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(g).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(i).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(e).
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-6.
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-6.
N.J.S.A. 47:1A-6.
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-1(A).
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What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.544
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.545 The statutory definition of public bodies
includes entities created by the government and entities that are supported in whole or in part by
public funding.546
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records547
Memoranda that are matters of opinion in personnel records548
Law enforcement records549
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats550

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Arson reports 551

New Mexico law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.552
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may charge a reasonable fee that reflects the actual cost of obtaining a copy of a record
but the fee may not exceed $1.00 per page.553 There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the department that has the information sought.
However, the department is only required to respond to a request in writing.554 The department
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554

N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-6(F).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-6(E).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-6(E).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-1-A(1).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-1-A(3).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-1-A(4).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-1-A(7).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §41-8-4.
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-9-A.
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-9(C)(2).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-8(A).
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has three business days to grant or deny the request.555 If the request is denied, the requestor
must seek relief in the court system.556
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. The only sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees.557

NEW YORK
Who can request public records?
“The public” has the right to inspect public records.558
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.559
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law except for the legislature and the
judiciary.560 The statutory definition of agencies that are subject to the act includes entities that
perform a governmental or proprietary function of the state.561
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564

Records if disclosed would impair present or imminent contract awards or collective
bargaining negotiations562
Law enforcement records563
Records that would constitute unwarranted invasion of personal privacy564
Certain inter-agency or intra-agency materials565

N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-8(D).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-12(A).
N.M. Stat. Ann. §14-2-12(D).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 84.
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 86(4).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 86(3)
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 86(3).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 87(2)(c).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 87(2)(e).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 87(2)(b).
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Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Personnel records of firefighters 566

New York law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.567
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged must reflect the actual cost of retrieving the record, and may not exceed $0.25
cent per page.568 There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
Requests must be made in writing to the department that has the agency sought. The department
has five business days to respond to the request.569 If the request is denied, the requestor must
file an administrative appeal within thirty days.570 If the administrative appeal is denied, another
appeal may be filed under Article 78 of the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules.571
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. When an
agency acts in bad faith in withholding non-exempt records, a court may award reasonable
attorneys' fees and costs to a party which prevails in litigation against an agency. In order to
recover fees, a party must substantially prevail, and: 1) the agency must have lacked a reasonable
basis for not disclosing the record, or 2) the agency failed to respond to a request within the
statutory time limit.572

NORTH CAROLINA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.573

565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573

N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 87(2)(g).
N.Y. Civil Rights Law § 50-a.
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 87(2)(b).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 87(1)(b)(iii).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 89(3)(a).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 89(3)(a).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 89(4)(b).
N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 89(4)(c).
N.C.G.S. § 132-6(a).
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What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.574
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.575
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions 576
-

Certain records of criminal investigations conducted by law enforcement agencies577
Certain emergency security plans578

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

-

Information obtained by the North Carolina State Employment Service Division from
workers in the course of administering the State Public Employment Service
Program579
Medical records580
Probation records581

North Carolina law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the
same source and release the non-exempt material.582
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The public records law requires the information to be provided at “cost”, which is defined as
“direct, chargeable costs related to the reproduction of a public record.”583 There is no provision
for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can usually be made orally or in writing to the department that has the information
sought. An agency does not have a specific time in which it must respond, it must merely
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583

N.C.G.S. § 132-6(a).
N.C.G.S. § 132-1(a).
N.C.G.S. § 132-1.1.
N.C.G.S. § 132-1.4.
N.C.G.S. § 132-1.6.
N.C.G.S. § 96-4(x).
N.C.G.S. § 130A-12.
N.C.G.S. § 15-207.
N.C.G.S. § 132-6(c).
N.C.G.S. § 132-6.2(b).
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respond in a reasonable manner.584 If the agency denies the request or does not respond, the
requestor’s only recourse is through the court system.585
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees.586

NORTH DAKOTA
Who can request public records?
There is no restriction in the statute about who can request public records.
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.587
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.588 The statutory definition of agencies
includes those that are supported in whole or in part by public funds.589
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
All records are open to the public unless specifically cited in another statute.
Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Testimony, correspondence, or other matter secured in an investigation by the state
fire marshal 590
Arson investigations 591
Certain criminal investigation records 592
Medical and personnel records of public employees 593

North Dakota law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593

N.C.G.S. § 132-6.
N.C.G.S. § 132-9.
N.C.G.S. § 132-9(c).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-17.1(16).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-17.1.
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-17.1.
N.D.C.C. § 18-01-28.
N.D.C.C. § 18-01-05.1(7).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-18.7.
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-18.1.
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source and release the non-exempt material.594
What fees are associated with public records requests?
An agency may charge up to $0.25 per page for a copy of the record.595 There is no provision for
a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can usually be made in person or over the phone with the public official at the
department that has the information sought. There is no statutory limit on how long the agency
has to respond, but the attorney general stated it should only be a few days at most.596 Any
interested person may request an attorney general’s opinion to review a written denial of a
request for records.597 A request must be made within thirty days of the alleged violation.598 If
the attorney general issues a written opinion against the agency, the agency has seven days to
disclose the record.599 If the agency still fails to disclose, the requestor can seek relief in the
court system. The requestor must seek relief in court within sixty days of the violation or within
thirty days of the issuance of an attorney general’s opinion on the violation, whichever is later.600
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. The requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.601 A
person seeking attorneys’ fees must give at least three working days’ notice to the chief
administrative officer of the agency.602 A willful violation of the law is a misdemeanor.603

OHIO
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.604

594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604

N.D.C.C. § 44-04-18.10(1).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-18(2).
N.D. Op. Att’y Gen. 98-O-22 (1998).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.1(1).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.1(1).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.1(2).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.2(1).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.2(1).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.2(3).
N.D.C.C. § 44-04-21.3.
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43.
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What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.605
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.606 The statutory definition of agencies
includes those bodies that are established by the state for the exercise of any function of
government.607 Courts may look at a number of factors when determining whether a body will
be subject to the open records law, including if it performs an obvious governmental function, if
it receives public funding, if there is government involvement or regulation, and whether it was
created to circumvent the requirements of the Public Records Act.608
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical Records609
Probation and Parole Records610
Confidential Law Enforcement Investigatory Records611
Records maintained by the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services on statutory
employer reports of new hires612
Firefighter residential and familial information613
Infrastructure and security records614

Other Statutory Exemptions
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616

Information and records concerning investigations of complaints and charges by
appropriate ethics commission615
Certain personal information in records of the Board of Trustees of the Ohio Police
and Fire Pension Fund616
Information the Fire Marshal and certain other officials receive from an insurance

Ohio Rev. Code § 149.011(A).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.011(A).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.011(A).
State ex rel. Oriana House, Inc. v. Montgomery, 854 N.E.2d 193 (Ohio 2006).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(A)(1)(a).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(A)(1)(b).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(A)(1)(h).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(A)(1)(o).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(A)(1)(u).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.433.
Ohio Rev. Code § 102.06(B).
Ohio Rev. Code § 742.41 (B).
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-

company that has investigated or is investigating a fire loss of real or personal
property617
Testimony given in an investigation into a fire is not a matter of public record in the
Fire Marshal’s record of Ohio fires determined by investigations618

Ohio case law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.619
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The public records law requires the information to be provided at “cost.”620 The Ohio Supreme
Court has ruled that “cost” only refers to the paper and toner required, and does not apply to the
cost of labor.621 There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can usually be made in writing or orally with the public official at the department
that has the information sought. The request must be responded to within a “reasonable” amount
of time.622 If a state agency denies a request, there is no recourse except through the court
system.623
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees and damages, which are awarded at the court’s
discretion. 624

OKLAHOMA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.625
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.626
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625

Ohio Rev. Code § 3737.16(E).
Ohio Rev. Code § 3737.23.
State ex rel. Outlet Commc’ns Inc. v. Lancaster Police Dept., 528 N.E.2d 175 (Ohio 1988)
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(B).
State ex rel. Warren Newspapers Inc. v. Hutson, 640 N.E.2d 174 (Ohio 1994).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(B)(1).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(C).
Ohio Rev. Code § 149.43(C).
51 Okl. St. § 24A.2.
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What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.627 The statutory definition of agencies
includes those that are supported in whole or in part by public funds.628
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Certain records of criminal investigations conducted by law enforcement agencies629
Personnel records if disclosure would unreasonably invade a person’s privacy630
Litigation and investigatory records631
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats632
Records relating to internal personnel investigations 633

Oklahoma law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.634
What fees are associated with public records requests?
An agency may charge up to $0.25 per page for a copy of the record.635 There is no search fee if
the record is sought in conjunction with the public interest.636
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can usually be made in writing or orally with the public official at the department
that has the information sought. The request must be responded to within a “reasonable” amount
of time.637 If a state agency denies a request, there is no recourse except through the court
system.638
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638

51 Okl. St. § 24A.3.1.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.3.2.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.3.2.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.8.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.7.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.12.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.28.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.7.A.1.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.5.2.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.5.3.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.5.3.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.5.5.
51 Okl. St. § 24A.17.B.
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sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees.639

OREGON
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.640
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.641
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.642 A private corporation that performs a
municipal function is subject to the open records law. Courts may look at a number of factors
when determining whether a private corporation will be subject to the open records law,
including any implementing statutes, governmental powers granted or services performed, the
scope of governmental control, the status of employees, and the level of financial and
nonfinancial support.643
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes. However, there
are two types of exemptions in the law itself. Exemptions can be either conditional or
unconditional. Conditional exemptions may only be disclosed if the requestor proves it is in the
public interest to disclose. 644 Unconditional exemptions may never be disclosed, unless there is a
provision in the statute.645
Public Records Law Conditional Exemptions
-

639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647

Certain records of criminal investigations conducted by law enforcement agencies646
Investigatory information relating to unfair labor practice complaints647

51 Okl. St. § 24A.17.B.
ORS 192.420.
ORS 192.410(4)(a).
ORS 192.410(3).
Marks v. McKenzie High School Fact Finding Team, 878 P.2d 417 (Ore. 1994).
ORS 192.501.
ORS 192.502.
ORS 192.501(3).
ORS 192.501(9).
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Public Records Law Unconditional Exemptions
-

Public employee retirement records648
Personnel records649
Workers compensation claim records650

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Medical records 651

Oregon law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
and release the non-exempt material.652
What fees are associated with public records requests?
A reasonable fee may be charged by the agency.653 A fee waiver may be sought if the disclosure
would be in the public interest.654
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request must be made in writing to the agency which has the information sought. There is
no time limit for the agency to respond, but it must be reasonable.655 If the request is denied by a
state public body, appeal is made to the Attorney General.656 If the denial is made by a county,
city, or other local body, the appeal is made to the district attorney of that jurisdiction.657 If the
request is denied by an elected official, however, the appeal must be taken directly to court.658
The appellate bodies, except the courts, have seven days to rule on the appeal. If the appeal is
denied, then the requestor can proceed to the court system.659
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.660

648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660

ORS 192.502(12).
ORS 192.502(2).
ORS 192.502(20).
ORS 192.525.
ORS 192.505.
ORS 192.440(4)(a).
ORS 192.440(5).
ORS 192.440(b).
ORS 192.450.
ORS 192.460.
ORS 192.480.
ORS 192.480.
ORS 192.490(3).
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PENNSYLVANIA
Who can request public records?
A “legal resident of the U.S.” has the right to inspect public records.661
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.662
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.663
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions 664
-

Certain records of criminal investigations conducted by law enforcement agencies665
A record pertaining to strategy or negotiations relating to labor relations or collective
bargaining and related arbitration proceedings666
Pre-decisional deliberations of an agency667
Medical records668
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats 669

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Mental health records 670

Pennsylvania law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.671

661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671

65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.102.
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.102.
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.102.
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 708(a).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.708(b)(16).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.708(b)(8).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.708(b)(10)(i).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.708(b)(5).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.708(b)(2).
50 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 7111.
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 67.706.
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What fees are associated with public records requests?
The law permits fees to cover the costs of duplication and postage costs.672 Other reasonable
fees may be charged if the agency “necessarily incurs” them.673
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request may be oral, but an appeal can only be pursued if the request is written. The request
should be sent to the open records officer of the agency.674 The officer has five business days to
respond.675 If a request is denied or unanswered, the requestor has fifteen days to appeal to the
Office of Open Records.676 If the appeal is denied, the requestor has thirty days to seek relief in
the court system.677
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The only
sanctions for noncompliance are attorneys’ fees, which may only be granted if the agency was
found to have acted with wanton disregard.678

RHODE ISLAND
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.679
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.680
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.681 The statutory definition of agencies can
include private entities, if the record is in the possession of a party which performs a

672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681

65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67.1307(b)(2).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67.1307(g).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67.703.
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67. 901.
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67.1101(a)(1).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67.1301(a).
65 Pa. Cons. Stat. §67.1304(a)(1)(2).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-3(a).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(4).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(1).
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governmental function, or is acting on behalf of or in place of any agency.682
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personnel records683
Law enforcement records684
Reports and statements of strategy or negotiation involving labor negotiations or
collective bargaining685
Preliminary notes and drafts of an agency686

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Mental health records 687

Rhode Island law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.688
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged must reflect the actual cost of retrieving the record, and may not exceed $0.15
cent per page.689 A court may reduce the fee if it finds the information is in the public interest.690
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.691
The custodian has 10 business days to respond.692 If the request is denied, the requestor can
appeal directly to the court system, or seek relief from the attorney general.693 The appeal must
be made within 3 years.694

682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694

R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(1).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(5)(i)(A)(I).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(5)(i)(D).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(5)(i)(H).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(5)(i)(K).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 40.1-5-26.
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-2(4)(ii).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-4(a).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-4(e).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-3(d).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-7(a).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-8(b), § 38-2-8(d).
R.I. Gen. Laws § 9-1-25.
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Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. If the requestor succeeds in court, the requestor can receive attorneys’
fees. However, if the requestor is unsuccessful and the court finds that the suit was baseless, the
requestor may have to reimburse the state.695 A willful violation of the law is a misdemeanor.696

SOUTH CAROLINA
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.697
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.698
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.699 The statutory definition of agencies
includes those that are supported in whole or in part by public funds.700
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions 701
-

Information that would constitute an unreasonable invasion of personal privacy702
Law enforcement records703
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats 704

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704

Mental health records 705

R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-9.
R.I. Gen. Laws § 38-2-9(d).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-30(a).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-20(c).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-20(a).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-20(a).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-40(a).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-40(a)(2).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-40(a)(3).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-45.
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South Carolina law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the
same source and release the non-exempt material.706
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged must reflect the actual cost of retrieving the record.707 Fees must be waived if
it is in the public interest.708
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency has 15 days to respond to the request.709 If the request is denied, the requestor must
seek relief in court within one year of the denial.710
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.711 A willful violation of the law is a
misdemeanor.712

SOUTH DAKOTA
Who can request public records?
“All citizens of this state, and all other persons” have the right to inspect public records.713
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.714
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.715 There is no discussion of whether
private bodies that accept government funds are subject to the law, but the law is to be construed

705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715

S.C. Code Ann. § 44-22-100.
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-40(b).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-30(b).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-30(b).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-30(c).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-100(a).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-100(b).
S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-110.
SDCL § 1-27-1.
SDCL § 1-27-1.1.
SDCL § 1-27-1.1
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liberally.716
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records717
Law enforcement records718
Personal correspondence, memoranda, and notes of any public employee719
Records which, if disclosed, would constitute an unreasonable release of personal
information720
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats721

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Mental health records722

South Dakota law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.723
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charge must be the actual cost of retrieving the records.724 Fees may be reduced or
waived if it is in the public interest.725
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request may be oral, but an appeal can only be pursued if the request is written. The request
should be sent to the custodian of the agency which has the information sought.726 The agency
has 10 days to respond to the request.727 If the request is denied, the requestor can seek relief
either through the Office of Hearing Examiners or in court within 90 days of the denial.728 If the
request is denied in the Office of Hearing Examiners, the requestor can appeal to the circuit
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728

SDCL § 1-27-1.3.
SDCL § 1-27-1.5(2).
SDCL § 1-27-1.5(5).
SDCL § 1-27-1.5(19).
SDCL § 1-27-1.5(22).
SDCL § 1-27-1.5(19).
SDCL §§ 27A-12-25.
SDCL § 1-27-1.10.
SDCL § 1-27-35.
SDCL § 1-27-36.
SDCL § 1-27-37.
SDCL § 1-27-37.
SDCL § 1-27-38.
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court.729
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. There are no
sanctions for noncompliance.

TENNESSEE
Who can request public records?
The Tennessee public records law states that “any citizen of this state” has the right to request
and inspect.730 However, a federal appellate court has held that a state is not allowed to restrict
public records laws to its own citizens.731
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.732
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.733 The statutory definition of agencies can
include private entities, if the record is in the possession of a party which the government has
delegated its responsibility to a private entity.734
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records735
Law enforcement records736
Information directly related to the security of any government building737

729

SDCL § 1-27-41.
T.C.A. § 10-7-503 (a)(2).
731
Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
732
T.C.A. § 10-7-301.
733
T.C.A. § 10-7-301(1).
734
T.C.A. § 10-7-503(a)(6).
735
T.C.A. § 10-7-504(a)(1).
736
T.C.A. § 10-7-504(a)(2).
737
T.C.A. § 10-7-504(m).
730
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Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Workers compensation records738

Tennessee case law approves of departments separating exempt and non-exempt material in the
same source and releasing the non-exempt material.739
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged must be reasonable.740 There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency has 7 days to respond to the request.741 If the request is denied, the requestor must
seek relief in court.742
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful and the court deems that the violation
was willful.743

TEXAS
Who can request public records?
“Each person” has the right to inspect public records.744
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.745
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.746 The statutory definition of agencies

738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746

T.C.A. § 63-1-117.
Eldridge v. Putnam County, 86 S.W.3d 572, 574 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2002)
T.C.A. § 10-7-506(b).
T.C.A. § 10-7-503(a)(2)(B).
T.C.A. § 10-7-503(a)(3).
T.C.A. § 10-7-505(g).
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.001.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.002.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.003.
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includes private entities that are supported in part or in whole by public funds.747
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Law enforcement records748
Preliminary notes and drafts of an agency749
Personnel records of public employees750

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats751

Texas case law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.752
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged must be the actual cost of retrieving the records, and can include overhead
costs.753 The fee may be waived if the agency determines it is in the public interest.754
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request may be oral, but the appellate process can only be pursued if the request is
written.755 The request should be sent to the custodian of the agency. If the agency wants to
deny the request, they must ask for an opinion from the attorney general within 10 days.756 If the
attorney general denies the request, or the agency ignores the attorney general’s opinion, the
requestor can seek relief in court.757
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law allows the attorney general to enforce the law in court, but the requestor can also pursue
relief in the court system. The requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.758 A
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758

Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.003(1)(A)(xii).
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.108.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.111.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.152.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 418.176.
Indus. Found. v. Tex. Indus. Accident Bd., 540 S.W.2d 668, 686 (Tex. 1976).
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.261.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.267.
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.301(a).
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.301(a).
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.321(a).
Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.323(a).
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willful violation of the law is a misdemeanor.759

UTAH
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.760
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.761
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.762 The statutory definition of agencies
does not include private entities.763
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Medical records764
Law enforcement records765
Records concerning a governmental entity’s strategy about collective bargaining or
pending litigation766
Records the government classifies as private or protected can only be requested by
the person or entity involved, unless the agency determines that disclosure is in the
public interest767

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Mental health records 768

Utah law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same source
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768

Tex. Gov't Code Ann. § 552.353(a).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-201(1).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-201(3).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-103(11)(a).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-103(11)(a).
Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-2-302(1)(b).
Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-2-302(9).
Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-2-305(23).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-201(5).
Utah Code Ann. §58-60-114(1).
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and release the non-exempt material.769
What fees are associated with public records requests?
The fees charged must be reasonable and reflect the actual cost of retrieving the records.770 The
government encourages agencies to grant fee waivers when the information is in the public
interest.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request must be in writing and mailed to the custodian of records at the agency.771 The
custodian has 10 days to respond to the request. If the request is denied, the requestor can appeal
to either the State Records Committee or directly to the court system.772 If the requestor chooses
to go to the State Records Committee first, it must be filed within 30 days. If the Committee
denies the appeal, the requestor can then proceed to the court system as well. This suit must be
filed within 30 days of either the original denial or the Committee’s denial.773
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court.774 The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.775

VERMONT
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.776
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.777
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.778 The statutory definition of agencies
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778

Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-308(1).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-203(1).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-204(3)(a).
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-401.
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-404.
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-404.
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-2-802(2).
1 V.S.A. § 316(a).
1 V.S.A. § 317(b).
1 V.S.A. § 317(a)(2).
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does not include private entities.779
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Personal documents such as medical records and financial records780
Law enforcement records781
Records of interdepartmental and intradepartmental communications782
Records of the office of internal investigation of the department of public safety783

Vermont law is unclear as to whether agencies are required to separate exempt and non-exempt
material in the same source and release the non-exempt material. However, several cases state
that 1 V.S.A. § 319(a) implies that agencies are required to release the non-exempt material.784
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may only charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of retrieving the documents.785
There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency has three business days to respond to the request, though the agency can delay for an
additional seven business days.786 If the agency denies the request, the requestor must appeal to
the agency head, which must respond within 5 business days.787 If the appeal is denied, there is
no recourse except through the court system.788
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.789

779

1 V.S.A. § 317(a)(2).
1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(7).
781
1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(5).
782
1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(17).
783
1 V.S.A. § 317(c)(18).
784
Herald Ass'n Inc. v. Dean, 816 A.2d 469, 477 (Vt. 2002), Douglas v. Windham Superior Court, 597 A.2d
774 (Vt. 1991).
785
1 V.S.A. § 316(b).
786
1 V.S.A. § 318(a)(2), § 318(a)(5).
787
1 V.S.A. § 318(c)(1).
788
1 V.S.A. § 319(a).
789
1 V.S.A. § 319(d).
780
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VIRGINIA
Who can request public records?
Public records requests in Virginia are limited to citizens of the state.790 A federal appellate
court has held that a state is not allowed to restrict public records laws to its own citizens, so this
restriction may be unconstitutional.791
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.792
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies or bodies that are supported in whole or in part by public funds are subject to the
law.793 The issue of whether an entity is supported principally by public funds is a question of
fact.794
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes. Additionally,
there are common law exemptions.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Law enforcement records and criminal investigation records795
Employment records796
Public employee retirement records797
Records relating to negotiation and award of a specific contract where competition or
bargaining is involved798
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats799

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Pardon and parole records800

790

Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3704(A).
Lee v. Minner, 458 F.3d 194 (3d Cir. 2006) (holding that access to public records is protected by the
Constitution and Delaware could not restrict its public records law to its own citizens).
792
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3701.
793
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3701.
794
Wigand v. Wilkes, 65 Va. Cir. 437, 438 (Norfolk Cir. Ct. 2004).
795
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3706.
796
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3705.5(4).
797
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3705.7(12).
798
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3705.1(12).
799
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3705.2(4).
791
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Common Law Exemptions
-

The Courts have created an executive privilege for records of the Governor801

Virginia law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.802
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may only charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of retrieving the documents.803
There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency has five business days to respond to the request, though the agency can delay for an
additional seven days.804 If an agency denies a request, there is no recourse except through the
court system and suit should be filed without unreasonable delay.805
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.806 Additionally, any person who
willfully and knowingly violates the provisions of the law is guilty of a misdemeanor.807

WASHINGTON
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.808
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.809

800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809

Va. Code Ann. § 37.2-912(B).
Taylor v. Worrell Enterprises, 409 S.E.2d 136 (1991).
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3704(B)(2).
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3704(F).
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3704(B).
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3713(A).
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3713(D).
Va. Code Ann. § 2.2-3714.
RCW 42.56.080.
RCW 42.56.010(3).
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What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law. Private entities may be subject to the law
if they are found to be “functionally equivalent” to a public agency. 810 Courts may look at a
number of factors when determining whether a private entity will be subject to the open records
law, including any implementing statutes, governmental powers granted or services performed,
the level of government involvement, and whether the government funds the entity.811
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes. In addition,
records that, if disclosed, would violate a person’s right to privacy, are exempt from public
inspection.812
Public Records Law Exemptions813
-

Personnel records814
Law enforcement records815
Intra-agency deliberative records816
Medical records817
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats818

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Criminal records 819

Washington law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.820
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may only charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of retrieving the documents.821
There is no provision for a fee waiver.

810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821

Telford v. Thurston County Bd. of Com’rs, 974 P.2d 886 (Wash. 1999).
Clarke v. Tri-Cities Animal Care & Control Shelter, 181 P.3d 881 (Wash.2008).
RCW 42.56.050.
RCW 42.56.
RCW 42.56.230.
RCW 42.56.240.
RCW 42.56.280.
RCW 42.56.360(2).
RCW 42.56.420(1).
RCW 10.97.
RCW 42.56.210(1).
RCW 42.56.120.
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What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency has five business days to respond to the request.822 If an agency denies a request,
there is no recourse except through the court system and suit should be filed within one year of
the denial.823 The requestor can also seek an opinion from the attorney general, but this is not
binding and is only seen as persuasive by the court.824
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.825 Additionally, a court can fine an
agency between $5 and $100 a day if it chooses.826

WEST VIRGINIA
Who can request public records?
“Every person” has the right to inspect public records.827
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.828
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law, including all organizations or bodies
created by the government or primarily funded by public funds.829
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830

Personal information (including medical and personal records)830

RCW 42.56.520.
RCW 42.56.550(6).
RCW 42.56.530.
RCW 42.56.550(4).
RCW 42.56.550(4).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-3(1).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-2(4).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-2(3).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-4(a)(1).
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-

Law enforcement records831
Internal memorandum832
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats833

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Certain tax laws 834

West Virginia law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.835
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may only charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of retrieving the documents.836
There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency has five business days to respond to the request.837 If a state agency denies a request,
there is no recourse except through the court system.838
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful.839 Additionally, any person who
willfully and knowingly violates the provisions of the law is guilty of a misdemeanor.840

WISCONSIN
Who can request public records?
“Any requestor” has the right to inspect public records.841

831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841

W. Va. Code § 29B-1-4(a)(4).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-4(a)(8).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-4(a)(9).
W. Va. Code § 11-10-5s(b)(1).
Farley v. Worley, 599 S.E.2d 835, 847 (W. Va. 2004).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-3(5).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-3(4).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-3(4)(c).
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-7.
W. Va. Code § 29B-1-6.
Wis. Stat. § 19.35(1)(a).
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What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.842
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law. The statutory definition of agencies
includes nonprofit corporations which receive more than 50% of their funds from the public and
which provide services related to public health or safety.843 It also includes records kept by
private entities pursuant to government contracts.844
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes.
Public Records Law Exemptions
-

Employee personnel records845
Law enforcement records846

Other Statutory Exemptions
-

Arson investigation records847
Medical records848

Wisconsin law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.849
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may only charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of retrieving the documents.850 An
agency may waive or reduce a fee if it is in the public interest.851
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
However, the request must be made in writing in order for the requestor to be able to challenge a

842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851

Wis. Stat. § 19.32(2).
Wis. Stat. § 19.32(1).
Wis. Stat. § 19.36(3).
Wis. Stat. § 19.36(10).
Wis. Stat. § 19.36(2).
Wis. Stat. § 165.55(14).
Wis. Stat. § 50.09(1)(f)(3).
Wis. Stat. § 19.36(6).
Wis. Stat. § 19.35(3)(a).
Wis. Stat. § 19.35(3)(e).
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denial.852 The agency must respond as soon as practicable and without delay.853 If a state
agency denies a request, there is no recourse except through the court system.854
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. The
requestor can seek attorneys’ fees if the suit is successful, as well as punitive damages if the
agency behaved “arbitrarily and capriciously.”855 Additionally, any person who willfully and
knowingly violates the provisions of the law is guilty of a misdemeanor.856

WYOMING
Who can request public records?
“Any person” has the right to inspect public records.857
What types of records must be made available to the public?
The statute is written very broadly and applies to any form of communication or record kept.858
What agencies or bodies are subject to open records laws?
All agencies and public bodies are subject to the law.859 The statutory definition of agencies
does not include private entities.860
What are some of the relevant exemptions from disclosure?
There are exemptions in the public records law itself as well as other statutes. The public records
law itself specifically prohibits disclosure of records if it is in the public interest.861 In addition,
records that are expressly made confidential or nonpublic by a specific statute are exempted.
Public Records Law Exemptions
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862

Medical records862
Law enforcement records863

Wis. Stat. § 19.37(1).
Wis. Stat. § 19.35(4)(a).
Wis. Stat. § 19.37(1).
Wis. Stat. § 19.37(2), § 19.37(3).
Wis. Stat. § 19.37(4).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-202(a).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-201(a)(v).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-201(a)(v).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-201(a)(v).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-203(b).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-203(d)(i).
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-

Personnel records864
Records prepared to prevent or respond to terrorist attacks or other security threats865

Wyoming law requires departments to separate exempt and non-exempt material in the same
source and release the non-exempt material.866
What fees are associated with public records requests?
Agencies may only charge a fee that reflects the actual cost of retrieving the documents.867
There is no provision for a fee waiver.
What is the procedure for obtaining records?
The request can be made orally or in writing to the agency which has the information sought.
The agency must respond in a reasonable time.868 If the request is denied, the proper recourse is
in the court system.869
Who enforces public records laws? Are there sanctions for noncompliance?
The law does not have an enforcement provision and relief must be sought in court. There is no
provision for the awarding of attorneys fees. Additionally, any person who willfully and
knowingly violates the provisions of the law is guilty of a misdemeanor.870

863
864
865
866
867
868
869
870

Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-203(b)(i).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-203(d)(iii).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-203(b)(vi)(D).
Sheridan Newspapers Inc. v. City of Sheridan, 660 P.2d 785, 797 (Wyo. 1983).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-204(b).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-202(a).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-203(f).
Wyo. Stat. § 16-4-205.
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APPENDIX
[DATE]
[AGENCY CONTACT PERSON]
[AGENCY NAME]
[AGENCY STREET ADDRESS]
[AGENCY CITY/STATE/ZIP]
Dear [Mr./Mrs. AGENCY CONTACT]:
This is a request under the [NAME OF STATE’S PUBLIC RECORDS LAW
INCLUDING CITATION]. I am making this request on behalf of my client, [CLIENT’S
NAME]. In this capacity, I wish to inspect all records in your custody and control pertaining to
the following:
1. [INSERT REQUEST HERE, INCLUDING ANY RELEVANT DATES]; and
2. [INSERT SECOND REQUEST HERE]
If all or any part of this request is denied, I request that I be provided with a written
statement of the grounds for the denial. If you determine that some portions of the requested
records are exempt from disclosure, please provide me with the portions that can be disclosed.
Please advise me as to the cost, if any, for inspecting the records described above. I
anticipate that I will want copies of some or all of the records sought. If you have adopted a fee
schedule for obtaining copies of records and other rules or regulations implementing the Act,
please send me a copy. Additionally, I am requesting a fee waiver or reduction under [FEE
WAIVER LAW HERE] because this information is in the public interest. [INSERT REASON
FOR WHY IT IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST].
I look forward to receiving disclosable records promptly and, in any event, to a decision
about all of the requested records within [STATUTORY TIME LIMIT]. A failure to respond to
the request within the statutorily required [TIME LIMIT] will be considered a denial by the
applicant and appropriate judicial relief will be sought. Thank you for your cooperation. If you
have any questions regarding this request, please telephone me at [YOUR TELEPHONE
NUMBER] or email me at [YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS].
Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME]
[YOUR TITLE]
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